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From 

The Chief General Manager/Commercial,                                                                                        
UHBVN, Panchkula 

To 

All CEs/(OP)/SEs(OP)Xens/SDOs/op,                                                                                             
JEs-I, Incharge in UHBVN 

Memo No.Ch-24/RG/350/Misc/CGM/C-I 

 Dated: 01.01.2014 

Subject:   Procedure for dealing the cases of New Connections / Extension of load under HT   
  category   
 

  In the meeting held on 4/12/2013 at Gurgaon under the Chairmanship of Principal Secretary 

(Power) the pending cases of HT Connections was reviewed. It was observed that the existing practice for release of 

HT connections is very cumbersome and often delays due to involvement of many offices including HVPN. So it has 

been decided that in order to avoid the delay in release of HT connections the following procedure is to be followed: 

1. SDO/OP on receipt of case file (A&A form) will get the necessary charges i.e. ACD, Processing etc. 

deposited from the applicant. Thereafter, his office will send the case file for load sanction alongwith the 

estimate to Xen/OP. 

2. The demand notice shall be issued to the applicant within 7 days after the sanction of load. 

3. The connection shall be released after the receipt of test report within 7 days.  

4. In case any observations are noticed by the sanctioning authority before sanction of load then the same 

shall be communicated to the SDO and it will be attended by the SDO after visiting respective office 

personally. No file shall be returned by any authority with the observations at any cost in future. The total 

time lapse between the receipt of application and the release of connection should not be more than 60 days 

and the competent sanctioning authority shall ensure that the matter is sorted out without back referring the 

cases by calling the officers / applicant.  

5. There may be some cases where involvement of HVPN authority is apprehended owing to involvement of 

S/Stn. of 66 KV and above level. Such issues will be decided by a Committee comprising of CE/OP, 

SE/P&D, SE/T&S, SE/OP and SE/NCR w.r.t technical feasibility / connectivity required from HVPN. The 

Committee shall be required for only those cases which involve augmentation / creation of S/Stn. by HVPN. 

In case where no such augmentation / creation of HVPN’s S/Stn. is involved and the load is available SE/OP 

shall consult SE/TS regarding availability of capacity/bay and competent authority in Discoms will sanction 

the load  without matter being referred to higher authorities in HVPN. The Committee shall hold meeting on 

2nd Monday of every month for reviewing such cases. In case SE/T&S is unable to attend the meeting due to 

pre-occupation then his representative shall be sent for the meeting who is well conversant with the cases.  

Failure to attend the meeting by HVPN authority office shall be treated as deemed approval for connectivity / 

technical feasibility of the cases considering no objection on their part. The unresolved issues of the meeting 

shall be finalized before the scheduled next meeting. 

6. The load sanctioning authority shall be fully responsible for timely release of the connection, as per 

standards of performance prescribed by HERC. The timeline will apply from date of submission of 

application for release of connection/extension of load. 

    The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all concerned for careful and 
meticulous compliance.  

 

 

       General Manager/Comml.,                            
for Chief General Manager/Comml.,                             

 UHBVN, Panchkula 

 

 


